
As is tradition… 

what would the Holidays be without a [Words Have Impact] Puzzle? 

 
Many times, I don’t create content so much as find clearer ways of saying what’s already there. Cutting through 

marketese and techno-babble can be challenging. But it’s necessary if you want to communicate with people who 

don’t already know what you’re saying. 

The best way to see this is to try it yourself. Below are the names of 17 popular songs for the holiday season. Some 

are older classics, some are newer. All of them have been morphed into hopelessly complicated pseudo-speak—

bloviations, if you will. Can you translate them back into their classical, more identifiable names? (The first one is 

even done for you, as an example.) 

If you think you have the answers, email me at brandon@wordshaveimpact.com. If you get all of them right, I will 

put your name into a drawing for four free hours of work ($300 value). 

Good luck, and Happy Holidays! 

Holiday bloviations 
 

1. Inaugural Yuletide Canticle  Answer: The First Noel 

2. Permit the white, granular frozen precipitation 

3. Remote, though locally coincident with a trough for animal feeding 

4. Aptronymous humanoid of packed Snow 

5. Carillon or similar instruments of Tintinnabulation 

6. Take-away Imperative to Festoon passageways and galleries 

7. Initial visual indications heavily suggest a Yuletide Holiday  

8. Mother was observed in ardent Labial Osculation with Ol’ Saint Nick, by me 

9. Ag molded in chime-wise fashion 

10. Engagement in musical revelry circumambulating the Yuletide Arbor 

11. Congregate, Belief-Inclined individuals, with 100% turn-out 

12. Align our primary focus; Messenger Seraphs are signaling some paradigmatic event 

via Chorale melodies 

13. Dodecameeral Nativity Celebration 

14. Enchanting Kingdom of a southern solstice 

15. Immaculately snowy yuletide 

16. Barriers to entry and exclusive positioning accrue to being Centrally located in 

our abode for festival time 

17.  “Famed Wolf”, to the native German speaking, though ironically a Rangifer 

tarandus, and a cerise-snooted one at that 
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